Having reviewed the Proposed Amendments to SB6, I see that prior comments from the citizens of Wells Branch and its Neighborhood Association have not been addressed. PlanC2101 splits the close-knit, diverse suburban community of Wells Branch (Travis County Precincts 215, 216, 225 & 229) in two, right down the middle of its community-unifying park and trail system. Furthermore, it splits the two Wells Branch Precincts with the highest percentages of non-white voters from each other (Precincts 225 [59%] and 216 [64%]) into separate Districts (10 and 37). Wells Branch population growth has been primarily within its communities of color, and this map reduces their, and the entire community's, representation and ability to organize and heard. Districts should be drawn to be competitive and to keep communities of interest - particularly communities of color - together. There is no justification, other than discriminatory and partisan gerrymandering, that would explain why District 10 would be drawn the way that it is in PlanC2101. The Travis County line - a perfectly reasonable existing boundary - could easily have been utilized to keep this, and other North Central and North East Austin suburbs together while also providing better representation for the rural communities of interest in Districts 17 and 10.